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Preface

After five years, the Central European Workshop on Services and their Composition (ZEUS) still isn’t a classical workshop, where finished scientific results are presented and published. The discussion of ideas being in a first stage remains the focus of ZEUS. We happily perceived that past ZEUS submissions have been extended and got accepted at major conferences. There were also researchers who met on ZEUS and collaboratively published conference papers. We hope that also this year’s ZEUS will also foster collaboration of different institutions.

Due to the movement of services into the Cloud, we have broadened the scope of ZEUS to Cloud-enabled applications and RESTful systems. In this year’s ZEUS edition, we accepted 10 submissions of which 2 honored the extension of the scope and 8 followed the established scope of ZEUS. We thank all authors for their contributions and look forward to fruitful discussions on the workshop.

Stuttgart/Rostock, February 2013
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